Complete
Test
Capabilities.

Our Pedigree.
Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group’s (Marshall ADG) test services have over 40 years of
experience supporting customers in multiple industries. As well as undertaking ground and flight
tests required to certify Marshall ADG’s major civil and military aircraft modifications, our Test
Services department conducts test programmes for customers in the automotive and
environmental markets.
We benefit from the expertise and resources of one of the largest and longest-established
aerospace and defence companies, allowing us to offer additional on-site capabilities including
NDT, system support and flight test. We work closely with our partners to ensure that all customer
requirements are met on- and off-site.

Our tests are carried out in a purpose-built
hangar, measuring 21 500 square feet with
5400 square feet of hard floor. The test
facility is equipped with specialised rigs for
full scale, component and equipment testing
and has the infrastructure and equipment in
place to provide complete test solutions.

Our Facilities.

Capability
Overview.
With experience in developing our own products and
modifications, we advise and develop full test and certification
processes, co-ordinating with the airworthiness authorities or end
customer as required. We support short and long term
programmes, from limited one-off tests to ongoing investigations,
and create customised solutions with comprehensive test
management to meet customer requirements for certification,
verification and development needs.
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Our Services...

Structural
Testing.

Marshall Test Services have been carrying out a variety of large structural tests for over
40 years. We offer the full range of structural tests, on a single and multi-axis basis:
• Dynamic
• Static
• Fatigue
• Endurance
As an accredited test facility, we design and manufacture custom-built rigs to perform
fatigue and static tests on components, as well as full-scale specimens. We also offer:
• Coupon and material testing
• Proof testing
• Test rig re-location and re-commission, as well as design and manufacture
• Instrumentation support

Environmental
and Corrosion.
By applying a range of test capabilities, we provide our customers
with the assurance that their system or product will be sustainable
within the necessary operating environments, and therefore
continue to perform at its maximum potential. Our environmental
tests cover:
• Humidity cycling and conditioning
• Temperature cycling
• Salt corrosion
• Sulphur dioxide corrosion

Our Test Services department provides instrumentation
packages and support for both ground and flight test
installations. With a wealth of experience in acquiring
test data in both ground and flight test environments,
we provide a bespoke instrumentation package
tailored to project-specific requirements. A modular
approach to data acquisition allows us to react to
changes in these requirements as projects progress,
ensuring our customers capture the data they need.
These include:
• Instrumentation packages ranging from a few to over
600 parameters
• Modular data acquisition for both ground and flight
test applications
• Real time data visualisation
• Data reduction to customer-specific requirements
• Extensive inventory of ground and flight test
instrumentation components and software
• In-house calibration capability

Instrumentation.

Operational Loads
Measurement.
Marshall ADG has a long history of providing Operational Loads
Measurement (OLM) systems for the Royal Air Force (RAF) on a
variety of aircraft such as Sentry, Tri-Star and C-130, on programmes
spanning over ten years. By installing instrumentation and calibrating
the chosen platform, we help our customers to validate the fatigue
monitoring process, understand the operational loading environment,

identify causes of high fatigue damage and determine load reduction
strategies for the chosen platform. We provide design, installation,
calibration, analysis and reporting, as well as in-service support of
OLM systems on a variety of aircraft, ranging from UAVs and gliders
to large transport aircraft.

Approvals.
• UKAS ISO 17025 Mechanical, Environmental and Corrosion Test
• NADCAP AS7003 Material Testing
• EASA Part 21G Manufacture
• EASA Part 21J Design
• EASA Flight Test
• UK CAA Flight Test
• ISO 9001
• AS 9100
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